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Arizona was founded February 14, 1912. Arizona was the 48th state of the United 
States to become a state.  
Arizona is bordered by California to the west, Nevada to the northwest, Utah to 
the north, New Mexico to the east, and the Mexican state of Sonora to the south. 
The Colorado River forms the boundary with California and Nevada. Phoenix, 
situated in the south-central part of the state, is the capital and largest city.

Some of the favorites in Arizona include burritos, cheese chips, and fry bread! Sun 
tea and margaritas (a margarita is a mixed drink, not falling in the beer or wine 
categories.  It’s a cocktail. If there‘s a party with just soda, wine, and beer to 
drink, you wouldn’t find margarita there). 



The governor of Arizona is Doug Ducey.  He is the 23rd governor of 
Arizona and has been the governor since 2015. He is a businessman and 
politician and he was previously the CEO of Cold Stone Creamery, a 
chain of ice cream parlors based in Scottsdale, Arizona.   

Kyrsten Sinema is the Senator of Arizona. She knows firsthand the 
challenges that the people of the state face. Growing up, she faced 
challenges, tough times as her family struggled to make ends meet and 
was even homeless. Luckily for family, churches and hard work, they 
were able to get the help they needed. She feels that giving back to 
the communities and country that gave her so much, she can help people 
achieve the American Dream, like she did.

Mark Kelly is another Senator for Arizona. He was sworn in to finish he 
term of the late Senator John McCain. Mark is an astronaut and flew 
four missions into space. He also has a twin brother who is an astronaut. 
He is married to former Congresswoman Gabby Giffords.



The state flag consists of alternating red and yellow rays that represent the 13 
original colonies and the western setting sun. The red and yellow are based on the 
colors of the Spanish flag that Coronado carried into the region. The bottom half 
of the flag is the same color as the blue star found on the U.S. flag. The copper 
star identifies Arizona as the largest copper producing state in the union.



- The state bird of Arizona is the Cactus Wren.
- The state flower is the Saguaro flower! This flower can be found on cacti during 
May and June.
- Arizona has two nicknames, which include “The Grand Canyon State”, and “The 
Copper State”.
- The state’s mammal is the Ringtail.
- The Arizona tree frog is the state official amphibian. The frog is actually 

between three-quarter to two inches long.
- Its tree is the Palo Verde Tree.



The Grand Canyon is one of the most famous features in Arizona, if not the world! Carved 
millions of years ago, the Grand Canyon is a popular tourist attraction, receiving over three 
million visitors each year. The Grand Canyon experiences many types of weather, mainly due to 
its large size. One of the largest amounts of people that visited the Grand Canyon in one year 
happened in 2018, with over 6 million people! That’s a lot!

The pictures below come from my mom’s trip to Arizona, which also included a trip to the Grand 
Canyon.



Arizona's most famous and now official nickname, “The Grand Canyon 
State” celebrates its most iconic feature, the Grand Canyon. Arizona is also known 
as the “Copper State” revealing its abundance in this mineral.

The average temperatures in Arizona in different seasons include:
- Winter = High of 67 degrees/ Low of 41
- Spring = High of 86 degrees/ Low of 57
- Summer = High of 106 degrees/  Low of 78

Some facts about Arizona!
- It can snow in Arizona. It can snow up to 75 inches each year in the 

northern regions, and at the ski resorts, the total is 260 inches, an impressive 21.5 
feet. Saying this, the weather in Arizona is all about altitude.

- In 2019, Arizona had 7 tornadoes in the Phoenix area.  That is the most 
in central Arizona in nearly 50 years!

- The hottest month for Arizona is July! 
- A lot of people retire and move to Florida for the warm weather. 

Something that they’re not aware of though is if you move to Arizona it is not only 
more warmer than Florida, it’s also cheaper than moving to Florida!

- The Arizona trout is found only in the Arizona.
- Petrified wood is the official state fossil. 



For my project, I reached out to a girl scout association in Arizona and Rachel connected me to 
Troop 1977 in Tucson. Sunny, the troop leader of Troop 1977 and her daughters, gave me some 
information about Arizona. Her daughters are Elizabeth, who is a brownie and Helena, who is a 
Senior.
It was nice to hear from other scouts from another state and to read what they had to say.

Here is what each of them had to say:

Elizabeth: Arizona has a lot of cactus. Our area is known for Saguaros. (In fact we live just 
outside Saguaro National Park West -Sunny). In prehistoric times Arizona was covered by a 
shallow sea which is part of why we have pretty rock formations (and why we can find seashells 
in the dirt -Helen). The Grand Canyon is one of the most popular parts of Arizona (It's in Cactus-
Pines Council but many Southern Arizona Troops visit and hike it -Sunny) The Grand Canyon was 
made by water and Native Americans lived at the bottom (and still do!). As a Girl Scout Daisy we 
did lots of crafts but I've only done Brownie stuff by Zoom. Camping is really fun and the Daisies 
did Kapers and did all the camp jobs. Southern Arizona is a desert but a lush one with lots of 
plants not just sand. We also have mountains. We have a lot of Mexican food here and eat parts 
of prickly pear cactus, like jam from the fruit! Some cool animals you can find here are Javelina, 
Coyotes, birds, lots of kinds of lizards, my favorite is the horned lizard. When is rains in the 
summer toads come out, like it rains toads. In the summer it gets hot enough to fry an egg on 
the sidewalk.



Helen: Where we live is kind of the middle of nowhere so some badges are hard to do but we go 
up a nearby mountain to do them. Mt. Lemmon was named after the first woman to climb it 
and that's where our Girl Scout Camp Whispering Pines is. None of the native trees are good for 
climbing because they all adapted to the desert by having thorns. It is easy to do the Astronomy 
badges though! We have laws about light pollution and several nearby observatories. Fun Fact 
about Saguaros they don't have deep root systems but wide ones because the quick rain doesn't 
penetrate the ground far.

Sunny: When I was a kid my mom was Camp Director for Nokomis Day Camp and that's where I 
started as a Girl Scout. We moved to Arizona when I was seven and I've been a Girl Scout Leader 
for 14 years (my oldest daughter is now in college). One of the funny things about being a Girl 
Scout here is you rarely have to wear a jacket to sell cookies but you do have to worry about the 
chocolate ones melting!






